APA Literature

Journal article from a Gale literary reference book using the LRC database

- Author's last name, initial.
- Date of literary reference book, in parentheses.
- Title of article. (capitalize only first word in title and subtitle)
- Information about the literary reference book:
  ✓ In:
    editor (initial, last name)
    title of literary book.
  ✓ Additional information, in parentheses-
  ✓ Excerpted from: information about the journal
    name of journal (capitalize all words, in italics),
    vol/issue, pages, date (year, month, day)

Essay or chapter of a book from a Gale literary reference book using LRC Database

- Author's last name, initial.
- Date of literary reference book, in parentheses.
- Title of essay or chapter of book.
- Information about the literary reference book:
  ✓ In:
    editor (initial, last name)
    title of literary book.
  ✓ Additional information, in parentheses-(vol, pages of literary book).
    Place, publisher.
  ✓ Reprinted from: information about the original, if it is from a book:
    title of book, (capitalize only first word of title and subtitle, in italics)
    pages (pp.),author or editor, date, place, publisher